
A320 FMGS

Setup for Advanced Users



1 Networking

It is possible to deport all instruments/interfaces to computers over a network. The
configuration is done during the installation. But if you need to change the settings, here's
how to do it. You may have noticed a file called wideFMGS.ini, present in the WideFMGS
sub-folder, with the following structure :

[widefmgs]
ip=192.168.1.1
port=8003
port2=8004
port3=8005
port4=8006

Assign to IP field the IP address or the Hostname of the  computer running the
FMGS server.  If  you run all  instruments interfaces on the same computer  (remember,
FMGS Server, AP/FBW and FSUIPC Connect must run on the FS computer), you can
leave “localhost”.

For the port  numbers, I  suggest you leave  the default  ones,  but  you can freely
change it (firewall/routing problems etc...). 

The  modifications  above  need  to  be  done  on  ALL the  computers  running  the
software, and all must point to the IP of the Server computer. All ports field must be the
same.

2 Aircraft.ini

This file is located in the FMGS Server\PERF\Your_ACFT folders.

Use this file to adjust your FS model to the software. It should look like this after a
fresh install:

EPR/N1=N1
Baro=mb
VFE_1=230
VFE_1+F=215
VFE_2=200
VFE_3=185
VFE_4=177
VLE=280
flaps_position.0=0
flaps_position.1=0
flaps_position.2=10
flaps_position.3=15
flaps_position.4=20
flaps_position.5=40
slats_position.0=0
slats_position.1=18
slats_position.2=18
slats_position.3=22
slats_position.4=22
slats_position.5=27



delta_RadioAltitude=10

The EPR version is not operational yet, so you need to use N1 values if you want to
take full advantage of the ATHR. To do so, the EPR/N1 field must be equal to  “ N1 ”.

The Baro value should be set to inhg or mb, depending if you want to use inches of
mercury or millibars as default QNH unit.

VFE_1  to  4  correspond  to  the  maximum  indicated  airspeed  in  knots  when
corresponding flaps/slats are extended.

VLE is the maximum indicated airspeed with landing gear extended.
flaps_position.x  and  slats_position.x  are  the  actual  extension  in  degrees  of  the

flaps/slats, in the selected postion “x”.
delta_Radioaltitude is the value required to get a reading of 0 when on ground (i.e.

the offset of the aircraft reference point for height in FS)

The aircraft you intend to use needs to have the same flaps/slats position declared
as  those.  These  settings  are  declared  in  the  aircraft.cfg  file  located  in  the
FSX\SimObjects\Airplanes\your_aircraft  folder.  You may need to change the number of
fuel tank selectors as well.
 Here are the changes needed :

[flaps.0]
type=1                                    // 1 - tail, 2 - lead
span-outboard=0.8                                  // 0.0 .. 1.0
extending-time=20                                   // seconds
flaps-position.0=0                                    // degrees
flaps-position.1=0                                   // degrees
flaps-position.2=10                                   // degrees
flaps-position.3=15                                   // degrees
flaps-position.4=20 
flaps-position.5=40                                   // degrees
damaging-speed=250                                  // KIAS
blowout-speed=300                                  // KIAS
lift_scalar=0.7
drag_scalar=0.2
pitch_scalar=1.0
system_type=1                                         //Hydraulic

[flaps.1]
type=2                                    // 1 - tail, 2 - lead
span-outboard=0.8                                  // 0.0 .. 1.0
extending-time=10                                   // seconds
flaps-position.0=0                                    // degrees
flaps-position.1=18.0                                 // degrees
flaps-position.2=18.0                                 // degrees
flaps-position.3=22.0                                 // degrees
flaps-position.4=22.0  
flaps-position.5=27.0                                 // degrees
damaging-speed=250                                  // KIAS
blowout-speed=300                                  // KIAS
lift_scalar=0.3
drag_scalar=0.2
pitch_scalar=0.0
system_type=1                                         //Hydraulic



...
[fuel]
...
number_of_tank_selectors = 2 
... 

3 EGPWS terrain data

As in the real A320, the EGPWS needs a terrain elevation database to work. I use
the free GTOPO30 data (from USGS) to create a compatible database.
This database is not included in the zip file as it is quite big (around 1.44Gb for the whole
world).

However I included a little software in the EGPWS data subfolder to allow everyone
to create its own database. Here is how it works:

• First,  you  need  to  download  Data  Elevation  Model  files  from  this  website:
http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/. You need to register to be able to download the data.

• As on the picture above, you need to go to the datasets, then select GTOPO30.
Clicking “Results” will then display all the tiles available. Choose the ones you need.

• When you've downloaded every tiles you need, un-archive. You should get for each
tiles 8 different files:

1

2

http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/


• Mix all the files from every tiles in the same folder.

• Launch  EGPWS data extractor.exe located in  EGPWS data subfolder of the ND
folder. 



• Choose the quality you want (I think 2 or 3 is OK, 1 makes a pretty big database
which slows down the EGPWS, 4 and above are too poor). Only integer numbers.

• Click "Open Header file", then browse to the location of all unzipped GTOPO files.
Click on any .HDR file.

• Wait. The whole process is quite long, around 10 minutes for one tile so don't be in
a hurry if the window freezes. You can check if the software is still working if new
folders appear periodically int he EGPWS data sub-folder.

• Once the database has been created, you can launch A320 FMGS.exe as usual.

• Go in the "MCDU MENU" page and press 2nd RSK to activate "TERR on ND".

• To set TERR on ND via FSUIPC, set the bit n°5 of offset 66CA to 1.

EGPWS represents an heavy load on the CPU. Even with a fast computer, you
might notice the others instruments slowing down, and even lose control of the aircraft. If it
happens, you'll have to fly without EGPWS.



4 Sounds

In the Sound folder, you'll find another external module dedicated to playing sounds.
It can be run on the network as well so if you're limited with number of sound cards on the
main  PC  it's  not  a  problem anymore.  You'll  find  all  the  wave  files  used  to  playback
(E)GPWS and TCAS sounds.  Some of them were created with a free Text-To-Speech
software, and some were recorded on a real A320 Flight Deck. Feel free to replace them
with your favorite sound package, but be sure to keep the same file names and the same
number of files. If you don't want one particular sound to play, replace it with an empty
wave file.

5 Starter Module

At the root of the installation folder,  there is a file called  Starter.exe with a little
aircraft as icon. It's purpose is to quickly launch all  the necessary modules, as well as
external programs if you wish to. It is setup by default during installation, but to set it up
manually, you have to edit the Starter.ini file:

[Starter]

FMGS_Server=yes

OVHD=yes

FCU=yes

MCDU=Yes

PFD=yes

ND=yes

EWD=yes

SD=yes

Sound=yes

FO_PFD=NO

FO_EFIS=NO

FO_ND=NO

STBY=yes

HardwareConnect=no

AUTOclose=no

StartMinimized=no

Each  line  corresponds  to  one  of  the  modules.  If  you  choose  “yes”,  it  will  be
automatically launched at the same time as Starter.exe. If you choose “no”, it will obviously
not come up...

The AUTOclose option can be used to close all the opened software when you quit
the Starter.exe.  Simply choose “yes” to enable it, or no if you prefer to close separately
each module.



The StartMinimized option allows the Starter.exe to run minimized when you launch
it. Again, simply choose “yes” to enable it...

As stated previously, you can use this module to launch any external software along
with the FMGS modules. You can launch up to 256 external software. To do so, add lines
with the following syntax:

ExtProg.X=Path

Where  X is  a  number,  starting at  0,  and  Path is  the full  path to  the  software.  As an
example, we could launch FSX and the notepad application (purely as an example...):

ExtProg.0=c:\games\FSX.exe

ExtProg.1=c:\windows\notepad.exe

You have to number the software from 0. Missing one number will prevent the start
up of the software after the missed slot.

6 Auto-Pilot Tuning

If  you use a different  aircraft  than provided,  you  can create your  own autopilot
coefficients by modifying the APFBWcoeff.ini file in the corresponding PERF folder. I must
stress that it is NOT an easy task, and you should at least have some knowledge of PID
correctors to  achieve anything flyable.  Therefore,  I  strongly advise  you either  use the
PA320 or the iFDG A320-200 (its aerodynamics are not far from the PA320). The  default
FSX A321 is NOT compatible with default coefficients.

You can set the sensitivity of the joystick input as well, separately for pitch and roll
demand. If the cursor is negative, the sensitivity is reduced, and if positive it is increased.

If you want to modify the coefficients yourself, here is what you need to know:

The formula used is of the form:

At =Kp [t Td
d  t 

dt


1
Ti
∫ t dt ]

except for the OP MODES IAS, where the formula is

At =Kp t Td
d  t 

dt


1
Ti
∫ t dt

(note that Kp=0 is possible in that particular case)

Where  A is  the  ouput,  ε the  error  between  the  command  and  the  output,  Kp  is  the
proportional gain, Td the derivative gain and Ti the integral gain.

If you increase Kp, the system will  correct the error quicker, but it may be more



prone to overshoot and even become completely unstable.

If  you  increase  Td,  the  system  will  anticipate  the  correction  and  reduce  the
oscillations  around  the  command  value.  However,  too  big  a  Td  and  the  system  will
stabilize with static error.

If you decrease Ti, you reduce the static error, but you increase instability.

As you can see, the tuning of a PID requires a good balance between Kp, Td and
Ti. In the AP/FBW software, some correctors are PID, others are PD only. The coefficients
have names which make them pretty straightforward. 

When tuning the coefficients, you simply need to save the APFBWcoeff.ini then hit
the “Reload coefficients” button on the AP/FBW window to use the new ones.

7 Flight Profile Data

Throughout the flight, the FMGS needs to compute a profile for the VNAV to work properly.
It  uses  data  that  has  been  extracted  from the  simulator  during  hours  of  flight  under  various
conditions  (temperature,  pressure,  flight  phase).  The data  included in the  package includes  the
profile data of the iFDG A320 only.

The whole performance data is located in the PERF sub-folder in the FMGS server folder.
There must be a folder for each aircraft declared in the APFBWcoeff.ini, with the same name as the
aircraft declaration!

Note that it is not an easy and quick task!!

First let's look at the PERF folder structure:

The standard package comes with two set of performance data (default A321 and iFDG
A320). In each aircraft folder, you'll find two more folders (FLEX and  Profile) and a set of text
files.



The text files are modifiable by hand to match the aircraft characteristics such as N1 ratings,
the definitions of minimum V1, V2, VR according to pressure altitude, weight and flaps settings.
FLEX and Profile folders contain data which is not modifiable directly!!

N1 ratings

For thrust N1% ratings, I used data from a real FCOM so they should be correct for any type
of A32X family aircraft. The N1 rating files are:

• CLBn1.txt

• CRZn1.txt

• MCTn1.txt

• TOGAn1.txt

The syntax is:

XX -1000 3000 7000 11000 15000 19000 23000 27000 31000 35000 39000

-54.0 73.5 75.4 77.0 77.8 78.8 79.8 80.7 81.5 82.5 83.9 83.9

-50.0 74.2 76.1 77.6 78.4 79.5 80.5 81.4 82.2 83.3 84.6 84.6

-46.0 74.8 76.8 78.3 79.1 80.2 81.2 82.1 82.9 84.0 85.3 85.3

First line of the file: XX then a list of pressure altitude, separated by one space charcater only.

Next lines: first number is the temperature in Celsius degrees, then the N1 rating corresponding to
the pressure altitude, in the same sequence.

You're not limited by the number of columns nor lines.

The FLEX N1 ratings are obtained using the PERF calibration software. 

Reference speeds

V1, V2 and VR limitations are in different files:

• V1MIN.txt

• V2MINconf1.txt

• V2MINconf2.txt

• V2MINconf3.txt

• VRMIN.txt

V1 and VR minimums are in knots, according to the pressure altitude and TO flaps settings.

V2 minimums are in knots, according to the pressure altitude and gross weight in tons. The
three files are for the three possible TO flaps settings. (1+F, 2, 3).

Again, those values are extracted from a real FCOM, and probably best left as is.
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